
SHOPPING MALL BUSINESS PLANS

Are you about starting a shopping mall? If YES, here is a complete sample shopping mall business plan template &
feasibility report you can use for FREE.

Lenders - the financiers of the retail property. The Company was founded by John Doe. Another strength that
counts for us in the location of our shopping mall management; it is located in one of the most must busiest
places in Sheldon Road, Elk Grove â€” California. Below is a breakdown of how these funds will be used: 2.
The business could also obtain income from other sources such as in-house advertising space leasing
contracts, temporary booths, parking lot lease agreements and others. Because of the competitive nature of the
shopping mall management business, there is an increasing degree of related business activities, with big
players dominating the market. It is important to know that at the beginning or formulation of your business
plan, you will only know what you want to achieve and what the market provides you at that time. Projecting
Expenses In this section, a list of the associated expenses that come with operating a shopping mall will be
outlined. Doe has worked diligently to create a pricing model that will allow the business to understand when
the properties have become overvalued. Look for any negatives that will deter or discourage shoppers.
Operations Plan The operations plan of the shopping mall business plan provides information about key
suppliers, facility maintenance, personnel, equipment, visitor support and all of the regular aspects involved in
running a successful shopping mall. Our sales and marketing team will be recruited based on their vast
experience in the shopping mall management industry and they will be trained on a regular basis so as to meet
their targets. Doe has more than 10 years of experience in the real estate industry. The interaction and service
of this group is fundamental to retailing success. They do not intend to welcome any external business partners
which is why he has decided to restrict the sourcing of the startup capital to 3 major sources. All the papers
and documents have been signed and submitted, the loan has been approved and any moment from now our
account will be credited with the amount. Financial Projections The shopping mall finances can change
depending on the general economic climate of the real estate industry. Please note that the above projection
might be lower and at the same time it might be higher. Consumers - the key stone of retail success. This
section of the business plan should not span more than 1 page. Location factors Exposure Access Visibility
Traffic counts Consumer base Customer services parking, toilets, common areas etc. The best Shopping
Centres use a plan and then keep to its formulation. As an Investment 3. Without people spending money at
the retail property, nothing else will work. Demographic characteristics of the area, factors such as age and
income level are described here to give you a good idea of what the potential customer base may be. Raising
startup capital for a business might not come cheap, but it is a task that an entrepreneur must go through. For
each owner or key employee, you should provide a brief biography in this section. The Company will
maintain a sizable amount of print and traditional advertising methods within local markets to promote the
property that the Company is renting. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise
without the prior permission of the author. We also have a team of certified and experience workers. The most
important factor in the function of the shopping centre is the acceptance and the service it provides to the local
community. Aside from the synergy that exists in our carefully selected workforce, our services will be guided
by best practices in the industry. As a Business The skills of a Centre Manager or Property Manager must be
diverse and focused to achieve positive results for all stakeholders. As these properties increase in value
through capital appreciation, the Company will divest of these properties to reap its capital gain profits. The
reason for this is that you must identify and then balance all the issues that are important to you and the
property. Picking the right segment is essential to increase the effectiveness of your marketing campaign. Be
aware of the need for total balance between the stakeholders and the three elements of retail operations. The
business will generate profits from both the ongoing rental income paid to Mall, Inc. As the business makes its
real estate divestitures, The Company will recognize capital gain income rather than income on its properties.
These windfall gains will be taxed at a rate that is significantly lower than the federal regular income tax
levels. In times of economic recession, the shopping mall may have issues with its top line income and rental
income may decrease.


